Ashbury
Collection
Design by Stefan Brodbeck

The fine line between execution
and fashion.
Today's managers face many challenges and ultimately,
when it comes to making decisions, it's better to do them
in style. Design infused with technology and efficiency:
Ashbury is the definitive answer to modern administrative
needs. Redefine executive offices through Ashbury’s
contemporary and distinctive solutions, break the hierarchy.

Smooth and distinctive features of Ashbury
imply gender equality and corporate wellness. Its
design geometry allows for effective and intimate
face-to-face communication. Asymmetrical, Oval
and Triangular versions, coupled with storage
units in a matching style of design build integrity
and equality in the workplace.

•

Optional built-in HD monitor on side cabinets
feature a touch activated hide and reveal
mechanism.

•

Optional Nurus Links® with wireless mobile
charging support and easy access to USB &
electrical connections.

•

Optional eco-leather desk pad available in 3
different colors.

Cabinets

Nurus Links® that are exclusive to Nurus
products helps your electronics match your
furniture; allows transferring of information
and video-conferences to be realized. Quick
and accurate charginf abilities coupled with
multimedia features bring speed and ease into
daily operations.

Side Cabinets

Asymmetric
Oval

Triangle

DIMENSIONS (mm)
Desks
2671

740

740

Triangle

1100

1214

740

740

2623

2500

1605

1214

1100

Asymmetric 4 Legs

Oval4 Legs

Ovak 2 Legs w/ Side Cabinet

740

2623

2500

Asymmetric 2 Legs w/ Side Cabinet

DIMENSIONS (mm)
Cabinets
2805

2805

500

660

660

500

5U Side Cabinets

5U Cabinets

500

500

2248

660

660

2248

4U Cabinets

4U Side Cabinets

1693

660

500

3U Cabinets

* Screen unit is optional only for side cabinets. Depth of side cabinet with screen unit option is 550 mm.
**Electrical cable cap option is available for Triangle Desk, Oval Desk w/ 2 legs and Asymmetric Desk w/ 2 legs.
***Wireless phone charging unit is optional for all versions.
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